The role of lysosomes and autophagosomes in frontotemporal lobar degeneration Introduction: Cell biological and genetic evidence implicate failures in degrading aggregating proteins, such as tau and TDP-43, through the autophagy or lysosomal pathways in the pathogenesis of frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD). Methods: We investigated changes in the degradative pathways in 60 patients with different pathological or genetic forms of FTLD employing immunohistochemistry for marker proteins such as lysosomal-associated membrane proteins 1 (LAMP-1) and 2 (LAMP-2), cathepsin D (CTSD) and microtubule-associated protein 1 light chain 3 alpha (LC3A). Immunostained sections were qualitatively and semi-quantitatively assessed for the appearance, distribution and intensity of staining in neurones of the dentate gyrus (DG) and CA4 region of the hippocampus, and the temporal cortex (Tcx). Results: Lower levels of neuronal LAMP-1 immunostaining were present in the DG and Tcx in FTLD-tau compared to FTLD-TDP. There was less LAMP-1 immunostaining in FTLD-tau with MAPT mutations, and FTLD-tau with Pick bodies, compared to FTLD-TDP types A and B, and less LAMP-1 immunostaining in FTLD-TDP type C than in FTLD-TDP types A and B. There was greater LAMP-1 immunostaining in GRN mutation which may reflect the underlying type A histology rather than mutation. There were no differences in neuronal LAMP-2, CTSD, EEA-1 or LC3A immunostaining between any of the five FTLD histological or four genetic groups, nor between FTLD-TDP and FTLD-tau. Conclusions: The underlying pathological mechanism in FTLD-tau may lie with a relative deficiency of lysosomes, or defective vesicular transport, whereas the failure to clear TDP-43 aggregates may lie with lysosomal dysfunction rather than a lack of available lysosomes or degradative enzymes.
Introduction
Frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD) describes a spectrum of neurodegenerative disorders with heterogeneous clinical presentation, pathology and genetic abnormalities, which result in atrophy of the frontal and temporal lobes. The major clinical syndromes involve personality and behavioural changes (behavioural variant frontotemporal dementia, or bvFTD) or language alterations of a fluent (semantic dementia) or nonfluent (progressive nonfluent aphasia) nature [1] . All three syndromes can be accompanied by amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), although the combination of bvFTD+ALS is most common [1, 2] . Although the disease mechanisms underlying FTLD remain unknown, genetic associations may provide clues to pathogenesis. Major causative mutations have been identified in tau (MAPT) [3] , progranulin (GRN) [4, 5] and more recently associated with hexanucleotide expansion in C9orf72 [6, 7] . However, rarer forms of FTLD and/or ALS have been associated with mutations in valosincontaining protein (VCP) [8] , CHMP2B [9] , ubiquilin 1(UBQLN1) [10] , optineurin (OPTN) [11] and sequestosome 1 (SQSTM1) (also known as p62) [12] genes. Genome-wide association studies have implicated variations in TMEM106B as a risk factor for FTLD [13] .
Pathologically, about 45% of cases of FTLD show tauopathy, involving neurofibrillary tangle-like structures or Pick bodies, whereas approximately 50% of cases show inclusion bodies within neurones (NCI) and/or dystrophic neurites (DN) in the cerebral cortex and in the hippocampus that contain the nuclear transcription factor, TDP-43 [14] ; around 5% of cases display NCI composed of fused in sarcoma protein.
Accumulation of these structurally modified proteins is considered to reflect a failure on the part of neuronal clearance mechanisms which internally degrade such proteins and/or eliminate them from the cell. Neurones employ several protein clearance strategies which include:
• Endoplasmic-reticulum-associated degradation (ERAD) in which misfolded proteins are recognized in the endoplasmic reticulum and tagged with ubiquitin [15] .
• The ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS) in which the polyubiquitin-tagged proteins are chaperoned to the proteasome and enzymatically cleaved into amino acids [16] .
• Macroautophagy in which protein aggregates too large for UPS and ERAD are surrounded by vesicles (autophagosomes) and transported to lysosomes resulting in fusion and lysosomal enzymatic degradation [17, 18] .
• Microautophagy in which aggregates/organelles are sequestered directly by the lysosome through invaginations from its membrane [19] .
• Chaperone-mediated autophagy (CMA) in which proteins are transported to the lysosome via chaperone proteins, such as Hsc70, in the absence of vesicular containment [20] .
• Endosomal sorting in which endocytosed products are targeted back to the cell surface, to lysosomes for degradation or exported from the cell as exosomes [21] .
There is good evidence that most, if not all, the genetic mutations that cause or increase the risk of FTLD encode proteins that participate in neuronal protein clearance pathways. For example, CHMP2B participates in the endosomal sorting complex regulating the fusion of the endosome with the autophagosome, and ultimately with the lysosome [9] . Valosin-containing protein is a multi-ubiquitin chain-targeting factor required in ubiquitin-proteasome degradation [22] . Optineurin is a polyubiquitin-binding adaptor protein which can interact with p62 and TANK1-binding kinase protein in the regulation of autophagy [23] . Sequestosome 1 (p62) is a key player in UPS [24] . Ubiquilin-1 functions in autophagy and is degraded by CMA [25] . Progranulin (PGRN) is localized to lysosomes through at least two independent trafficking pathways [26, 27] . Although the role of C9orf72 protein is unclear, it is believed to be implicated in membrane trafficking and autophagy [28] [29] [30] . Furthermore, while heterozygous loss of function mutations in GRN cause FTLD-TDP [4, 5] , homozygous mutations in GRN cause a lysosomal storage disorder known as neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis (NCL) [31, 32] . Indeed, recent experimental work [33] indicates that mice homozygous for GRN mutation not only show evidence of a lysosomal disorder, similar to that seen in NCL, with elevated marker proteins, but also demonstrate TDP-43 proteinopathy. Moreover, such mice also show increased levels of TMEM106B. Conversely, homozygous mutations in cathepsin D gene (CTSD) (a model of NCL) in mice result in increases in PGRN and TMEM106B proteins with pathological deposition of TDP-43 [33] . These observations suggest that changes in lysosomal function might underpin the pathogenetic mechanism of both FTLD and NCL, and that PGRN and CTSD might function together in the regulation of lysosomal activity; a view supported by recent studies [34] .
Hence, there is strong genetic and cell biological support for the view that disturbances in lysosomal and autophagosomal function, leading to accumulations of unwanted, potentially neurotoxic proteins, may underpin the pathological changes which characterize FTLD-TDP, and particularly so in those cases bearing mutations in GRN. With this in mind, we have investigated lysosomal and autophagosomal function in 60 cases of FTLD, and in others with Alzheimer's disease (AD) or without significant pathology, these acting as neurodegenerative and healthy controls respectively. Sections of the temporal cortex with the hippocampus were immunostained for marker proteins such as lysosomalassociated membrane proteins 1 and 2 (LAMP-1 and LAMP-2), cathepsin D (CTSD), EEA-1 and the microtubule-associated protein 1A/1B-light chain a (LC3A). LAMP-1 is a structural glycoprotein associated with the lysosomal membrane, but also shows colocalization with the autophagosomal marker LC3A, implying it has a role in autophagolysosome fusion [35] . LAMP-2 is essential for CMA. In this process, the chaperone protein Hsc70 binds to KFERQ motifs that are exposed when proteins suffer insults to their structural integrity [36] . Hsc70 forms a translocation complex with LAMP-2A creating a pore through which to thread the protein intended for degradation. CTSD is a lysosomal aspartic-type protease which degrades aggregates delivered to the lysosome via CMA or endocytosis [37] . EEA1 is a Rab5 effector protein that has a role in early endosome docking/fusion [38] . Neurones of the temporal cortex (Tcx), dentate gyrus (DG) and CA4 regions of the hippocampus were therefore assessed qualitatively and semi-quantitatively for the presence, intracellular distribution and relative staining intensity of these proteins according to pathological and genetic subtype. In so doing, protein degradation was assessed at different levels with LAMP-1 acting as a marker of lysosomal number, LAMP-2 as a marker of CMA and lysosomal function, CTSD as a marker of lysosomal protein degradation activity and LC3A as a marker of autophagosomal activity.
Materials and methods

Patients
The study included 72 subjects in total, comprising one group of 60 patients with a clinical diagnosis of FTLD (31 males, 24 females; cases #1-60), 6 with a diagnosis of AD (4 males, 2 females; cases #61-66) and 6 control subjects with no evidence of neurodegenerative disease (3 males, 7 females; cases #67-72) (see Table S1 ). The brains of these patients had been consecutively acquired by Manchester Brain Bank (MBB) over the years 1986 to present. All patients were from the North West of England and North Wales, and tissues were obtained through appropriate consenting procedures for the collection and use of the human brain tissues. All 60 FTLD patients fulfilled relevant clinical diagnostic criteria [39] [40] [41] having been investigated longitudinally within specialist dementia clinics at Salford Royal Hospital using the Manchester Neuropsychological Profile (Man-NP) [42, 43] to determine and characterize the nature of their dementia.
Of the 60 FTLD patients, 32 had been clinically diagnosed with bvFTD (20 males, 32 females), 9 with bvFTD+ALS (6 males, 3 females), 11 with progressive nonfluent aphasia (PNFA) (9 males, 2 females), 7 with semantic dementia (SD) (3 males, 4 females) and 1 with progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) and ALS (see Table S1 ). Histologically, the FTLD group comprised of 24 patients with FTLD-TDP type A (cases #1-7, 14-30), 17 with FTLD-TDP type B (cases #8-13, 31-41), 7 with FTLD-TDP type C (cases #42-48) and 12 with FTLD-tau (cases #49-60) of which 6 were associated with exon 10 +16 splice mutation (cases #49-54) and 6 with Pick's disease histology (cases #55-60) [44] . Furthermore, within the FTLD-TDP group, there were 13 patients with expansions in C9orf72 (cases #1-13), 12 with GRN mutations (cases #14-25) and 23 without known mutation (cases #25-48).
Comparison of the five FTLD pathology patient groups showed significant differences in the mean age at onset of disease (F 4,55 = 3.2, P = 0.02), mean age at death (F 4,55 = 4.8, P = 0.002) but duration of illness did not differ (F 4,55 = 1.7, P = 0.156). Patients with FTLD-tau with MAPT mutation had earlier age at onset than those with the FTLD-TDP type A and FTLD-TDP type C subgroups (P = 0.014 and 0.044, respectively), but not with the FTLD-TDP type B subgroup (P = 0.849) or Picks group (P = 0.646). Patients with FTLD-tau also had earlier age at death than those with the FTLD-TDP type A and FTLD-TDP type C subgroups (P = 0.007 in both instances), but not with the FTLD-TDP type B subgroup (P = 0.143) or Picks group (P = 0.369) ( Table 1) .
Comparison of the four FTLD genetic patient groups also showed significant differences in the mean age at onset of disease (F 3,56 = 3.1, P = 0.032) and mean age at death (F 3,56 = 3.2, P = 0.030), though duration of illness did not differ significantly (F 3,56 = 1.5, P = 0.236). Patients with MAPT mutation had earlier age at onset than those with C9orf72 expansion (P = 0.035) and those without known mutation (P = 0.025), but not to those with GRN mutation (P = 0.069) which in turn did not differ from C9orf72 (P = 0.990) and no mutation groups. The mean age at death was significantly earlier in the MAPT than in the GRN (P = 0.026) and no mutation (P = 0.999) groups (P = 0.028) which in turn did not differ from the C9orf72 (P = 0.858) and no mutation (P = 0.964) groups (Table 1) .
Histological methods
Paraffin sections were cut at 6 lm from formalin fixed blocks of the temporal lobe (BA21/22) (to include the posterior hippocampus) from all 60 FTLD cases, 6 AD cases and the 6 control cases. Following titration (dilutions 1:100 to 1:2000) to determine optimal immunostaining, antibodies were identically employed in a standard IHC protocol, as described previously [45, 46] In order to investigate the possible colocalization of TDP-43 protein within the autophagosomal/lysosomal pathway (ALP), immunoreactive structures double immunofluorescence staining was performed using a human-specific monoclonal TDP-43 antibody (Proteintech, Manchester, UK, 60019-2-Ig, at 1:2000) and the aforementioned polyclonal LAMP-1 antibody (Abgent, San Diego, USA; AP1823a, at 1:300 dilution) as representative of the ALP markers. Briefly, tissue sections were deparaffinated in xylene and dehydrated in ethanol. Antigen retrieval was achieved by boiling for 5 min in 10 mM trisodium citrate buffer with 0.05% Tween-20 v/v (pH6.5) using a pressure cooker. Sections were cooled slowly and washed three times in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) before blocking in 1% fish skin gelatine in PBS for 1 h at room temperature. Three more PBS washes were performed. Slides were immunolabelled using rabbit polyclonal anti-LAMP1 antibody and mouse anti-TDP-43 antibody. Primary antibody incubations were performed overnight at 4°C and removed by washing with PBS three times. Secondary antibody incubations were performed for 1 h at room temperature using donkey anti-mouse IgG conjugated to AlexaFluor-488 and donkey anti-Rabbit IgG conjugated to AlexaFluor-594 (Life Technologies; 1 drop in 500 ll PBS). Sections were washed in PBS, treated with 1% Sudan Black B w/v in ethanol for 5 min and washed an additional three times in PBS with a final wash in water before drying overnight. 4 0 -6-Diamidino-2-phenylindol (DAPI) was used for nuclear counterstaining. Coverslips were mounted using a ProLong Diamond Antifade mountant with DAPI (Thermo Fisher). Images were ascertained under oil immersion on a Zeiss Axioimager D2 upright microscope using a 63x/1.4 EC Plan-ApoChromat objective and captured using a Coolsnap HQ2 camera (Photometrics) through Micromanager software v1.4.23. Specific band pass filter sets for DAPI, FITC and Texas red were used to prevent bleed through from one channel to the next. Images were processed and analysed using Fiji ImageJ (http://imagej.net/Fiji/Downloads).
Pathological assessment
Sections were examined microscopically for the appearance of intracellular distribution of immunostaining within neurones of the Tcx, DG and CA4 region of the hippocampus and for the presence of any immunostained structures (NCI) resembling those seen in TDP-43 or tau-immunostaining. These regions were chosen because the Tcx and DG of the hippocampus are involved with TDP-43 pathology in all forms of FTLD-TDP, or tau pathology in those patients with MAPT mutation. Moreover, the CA4 region of the hippocampus was included along with the DG as these are among the principal regions affected by DPR pathology in patients with expansions in C9orf72 [45, 46] . Following immunostaining, images of the DG, CA4 and inferior temporal gyrus were captured at x40 microscope objective magnification, using a Leica DMR light microscope, and subsequently analysed on Corel PaintShop Pro X7 which allowed significant zoom in order to assist in distinguishing between similar levels of staining intensity.
A four-point grading system was employed (see Figure S1):
• Grade 0 -no cells stained or any staining that could be considered to be above background level (i.e. 1-2 cells very lightly stained).
• Grade 1 -some cells (2+) very lightly stained with a maximum of one moderately stained.
• Grade 2 -most cells moderately stained with one or two heavily staining.
• Grade 3 -most or all cells heavily stained.
In order to minimize intra-observer subjectivity and maximize accuracy of grading semi-quantitative analyses for each pathological measure were performed by a single investigator (HB or DMAM) who also devised the grading systems employed. For each assessment, cases were graded three times blind to previous results and any discrepancies recorded. Discrepancies were reviewed closely, and scores and grading systems were adjusted by consensus. Random samples for each assessment were subsequently taken and re-graded blind to previous results obtained to test the reproducibility of the scores and to test the reliability of the grading systems. Moreover, to assess inter-observer variability, a subset of 20 immunostained cases for each measure, selected at random, was chosen for independent scoring by both observers. This showed good agreement between all pairs of scores (j = 0.65, P = 0.000), with 75% of scores being the same, and no score between cases differing by more than one grade in any pairwise comparison. Hence, use of these particular scoring systems show robust agreement when employed either by both highly (DMAM) or lesser experienced (HB) observers.
Statistical analysis
Rating data was entered into an excel spreadsheet and analysed using Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) software (version 17.0). The FTLD patients were stratified according to genetic and pathological subtype for statistical analysis of the effect of each mutation and underlying pathology on the pattern of the staining for each antibody. Comparisons of semi-quantitative scores for intensity of immunostaining in the Tcx, DG and CA4 region of the hippocampus were all performed using the Kruskal-Wallis test with the post hoc Mann-Whitney test where Kruskal-Wallis yielded a significant difference between antibody staining scores. Group comparisons of age at onset, age at death and duration of illness were made using an ANOVA with a post hoc Tukey test. In all instances, significance levels were set at P < 0.05. Correlation analysis (Spearman rank correlation test) was performed between scores for all five antibodies in each of the three regions investigated. Correlations were performed for all FTLD cases combined, and when stratified into all FTLD-TDP or FTLD-tau cases. In order to avoid type 1 errors from multiple testing, significance levels were stringently set at P < 0.01.
Results
Cytological appearance
In control individuals, immunostaining for LAMP-1, LAMP-2, CTSD and EEA-1 was present within the cell cytoplasm of neurones and glial cells, and in every instance appeared diffuse and granular in appearance (Figure 1) . Nonetheless, immunostaining varied widely in intensity between the different ALP markers. In general, there were no obvious microscopic differences from controls in the intensity or cellular distribution of immunostaining with any of the five ALP markers in most FTLD-TDP or FTLD-tau cases (Figures 2 and 3, respectively) . The main exceptions were in respect of FTLD-TDP cases with type C histology where there was noticeably less immunostaining for LAMP-1 in the CA4, DG and Tcx (Figure 2g-i) , compared to that present in FTLD-TDP type A (Figure 2a c) and type B (Figure 2d-f) cases. Nonetheless, in these type C cases immunostaining for LAMP-2, CTSD, EEA-1 and LC3A in the same cell types was well maintained (Figure 2j-l) .
Although neuronal cytoplasm was (variably) immunostained for each of the ALP markers in all FTLD-TDP cases (Figure 2 ), no immunostaining of any structures within neurones of the DG or Tcx unequivocally resembling TDP-43 inclusion bodies was seen. This observation was borne out by double immunofluorescence which showed that markers for ALP did not contain TDP-43 protein (see Figure S2) .
Similarly, although the cytoplasm of neurones containing Pick bodies in FTLD-tau cases (Figure 3a) was also (often strongly) immunostained by each of the ALP markers (Figure 3b-f) , rounded structures, bearing a close similarity to Pick bodies, as seen on tau-immunostaining (Figure 3a) , were only present within the cytoplasm of DG cells on LC3A immunostaining (Figure 3f ), though in some instances occasional structures resembling Pick bodies appeared also to be immunostained for LAMP-2 (Figure 3c ).
Semi-quantitative analysis
LAMP-1 Scores for LAMP-1 immunostaining in FTLD (collectively), AD and healthy controls analysed by Kruskal-Wallis were significantly different in area CA4 of the hippocampus (H = 8.5, P = 0.014), but not so in the DG (H = 0.81, P = 0.665) or Tcx (H = 3.0, P = 0.221). Post hoc testing for the CA4 region showed scores for the FTLD group were significantly less than those of the AD group (P = 0.017) but were not significantly different from controls (P = 0.060), which in turn did not differ from the AD group scores (P = 1.00). However, FTLD pathological subgroup analysis (Figure 4 ) revealed significant differences in scores for neuronal LAMP-1 immunostaining between the five FTLD histological groups (i.e. FTLD-TDP types A, B and C, FTLD-tau with MAPT mutation or Pick bodies) for both the CA4 (H = 11.3, P = 0.024) (Figure 4a ) and DG (H = 24.7, P < 0.001) (Figure 4b ) regions of the hippocampus, and the Tcx (H = 14.8, P = 0.005) (Figure 4c ). In the CA4 region, this difference was driven by significantly lower LAMP-1 scores in the FTLD-TDP type C group compared to the FTLD-TDP type A (P = 0.010) and FTLD-TDP type B (P = 0.003) groups (Figure 4a ), but these were not significantly different from those of either of the FTLDtau groups. Similar findings were seen in the DG where LAMP-1 scores in the FTLD-TDP type C group were significantly lower than those in the FTLD-TDP type A (P = 0.003) and FTLD-TDP type B (P = 0.012) groups (Figure 4b ), but these were not significantly different from those of either of the FTLD-tau groups. Here, scores for FTLD-tau group due to MAPT mutation were significantly lower than those of the FTLD-type A (P = 0.001) and type B (P < 0.001) groups (Figure 3b ), as were those for the FTLD-tau group with Pick bodies (P = 0.004 and 0.017, respectively). In the Tcx, LAMP-1 scores in the FTLD-TDP type C group were significantly lower than those in the FTLD-TDP type A (P = 0.022) and FTLD-TDP type B (P = 0.002) groups, but these were not significantly different from those of either of the FTLD-tau groups (Figure 4c ). LAMP-1 scores in the FTLD-tau MAPT group were also less than those in the FTLD-TDP type B group (P = 0.023) (Figure 4c ) and scores for FTLD-tau with Pick bodies were significantly lower than those of FTLD-TDP type A (P = 0.041) and type B (P = 0.014) (Figure 4c ). Significantly lower levels of LAMP-1 immunostaining were present in all cases of FTLD-tau combined compared to those with FTLD-TDP in the DG (P < 0.001) (Figure 3e ) and Tcx (P = 0.013) (Figure 4f ), but not in the CA4 region (P = 0.102). A significant difference in scores for neuronal LAMP-1 immunostaining between the four genetic groups was seen in the DG (H = 15.4, P = 0.001) (Figure 4d) but not in the CA4 region (H = 4.7, P = 0.197) or in the Tcx (H = 4.0, P = 0.261). In the DG, this difference was driven by C9orf72 (P = 0.001), GRN (P = 0.002) and FTLD no mutation groups (P = 0.005) all being greater than the MAPT group (Figure 4d) . LAMP-1 scores in the GRN group were significantly higher than those in the nonmutation group (P = 0.022) and marginally higher than the C9orf72 group (P = 0.044) (Figure 4d ).
LAMP-2
There were no significant differences in the scores for LAMP-2 immunostaining in FTLD (collectively), AD and controls for area CA4 of the hippocampus (H = 5.2, P = 0.073), DG (H = 0.83, P = 0.661) or Tcx (H = 2.1, P = 0.341). Similarly, no significant differences were found in scores for LAMP-2 between the five FTLD histological subtypes (types A, B and C, FTLD-Tau and Picks disease) for area CA4 of the hippocampus (H = 4.1, P = 0.400), DG (H = 4.9, P = 0.296) or Tcx (H = 4.5, P = 0.339). Likewise, there were no significant differences between all FTLD-TDP and FTLD-tau cases (P = 0.344 for CA4, P = 0.406 for DG and P = 0.705 for Tcx). FTLD-tau and FTLD-Picks cases also did not differ significantly (P = 0.792 for CA4, P = 0.792 for DG and P = 0.937 for Tcx). Comparisons of scores for FTLD cases bearing mutations in C9orf72, GRN and MAPT, and nonmutants were not significantly different for area CA4 of the hippocampus (H = 1.58, P = 0.665), DG (H = 1.54, P = 0.673) or Tcx (H = 1.05, P = 0.788).
Cathepsin D There were no significant differences in the scores for CTSD immunostaining in FTLD (collectively), AD and healthy controls for area CA4 of the hippocampus (H = 3.5, P = 0.170), DG (H = 0.28, P = 0.869) or Tcx (H = 0.10, P = 0.949). No significant differences in the scores were found between the five FTLD histological subtypes for area CA4 of the hippocampus (H = 2.2, P = 0.698) or Tcx (H = 5.1, P = 0.275), though scores for the DG did differ significantly (H = 11.4, P = 0.022) with scores for FTLD-TDP type B cases being significantly lower than those for either type A (P = 0.006) or type C (P = 0.020) but not different from all other groups, which in turn did not differ significantly. There were no significant differences between all FTLD-TDP and FTLD-tau cases (P = 0.323 for the CA4, P = 0.763 for the DG and P = 0.396 for the Tcx). FTLD-tau and FTLD-Pick's cases also did not differ significantly (P = 0.490 for the CA4, P = 0.275 for the DG and P = 0.778 for the Tcx). Comparisons of the scores for FTLD cases bearing mutations in C9orf72, GRN and MAPT, and nonmutants were not significantly different for area CA4 of the hippocampus (H = 0.61, P = 0.896), DG (H = 2.34, P = 0.504) or Tcx (H = 1.09, P = 0.780).
Hence, the present data indicate that in general there are no significant differences in CTSD immunoreactivity between any of the FTLD histological or genetic subgroups, except that scores in the FTLD-TDP type B group were higher than those in type C but lower than in the type A subgroups.
EEA-1
There was a significant difference between the scores for EEA-1 immunostaining in FTLD (collectively), AD and healthy controls for area CA4 of the hippocampus (H = 7.7, P = 0.021), DG (H = 10.9, P = 0.004) or Tcx (H = 8.4, P = 0.015), with the scores for FTLD cases being significantly higher than those for control cases in all the three regions (CA4, P = 0.027; DG, P = 0.014 and Tcx, P = 0.015), but these did not differ from AD cases, which in turn did not differ from controls.
However, no significant differences in the scores were found between the five FTLD histological subtypes for areas CA4 (H = 4.7, P = 0.323) and DG (H = 4.5, P = 0.349) of the hippocampus and Tcx (H = 5.08, P = 0.037). Likewise, there were no significant differences between all FTLD-TDP and FTLD-tau cases (P = 0.408 for CA4, P = 0.666 for DG and P = 0.984 for Tcx). FTLD-tau and FTLD-Pick's cases also did not differ significantly (P = 0.224 for CA4, P = 0.862 for DG and P = 0.964 for Tcx). Comparisons of the scores for FTLD cases bearing mutations in C9orf72, GRN and MAPT, and nonmutants were not significantly different for area CA4 of the hippocampus (H = 4.55, P = 0.208), DG (H = 2.04, P = 0.564) or Tcx (H = 0.70, P = 0.874).
The present data indicate that although levels of EEA-1 are higher than in controls, there are no significant differences in EEA-1 immunoreactivity between any of the FTLD histological or genetic groups. LC3A Semi-quantitative analysis revealed no significant difference in the scores for neuronal LC3A immunostaining between FTLD (collectively), AD and controls (DG, H = 0.39, P = 0.820; CA4, H = 0.94, P = 0.626; Tcx, H = 2.6, P = 0.271), or between any of the five FTLD histological (DG, H = 7.3, P = 0.119; CA4, H = 1.9, P = 0.753; Tcx, H = 7.7, P = 0.103) or four genetic (DG, H = 0.147, P = 0.986; CA4, H = 0.790, P = 0.852; Tcx, H = 1.86, P = 0.602) groups. There were also no significant differences in LC3A immunostaining in the DG (P = 0.194), CA4 (P = 0.927) or Tcx (P = 0.109) in all the cases of FTLD-tau combined compared to those with FTLD-TDP.
Hence, the present data indicate that there are no significant differences in LC3A immunoreactivity between any of the FTLD histological or genetic subgroups.
Comparisons between FTLD-TDP type A cases
Because there was a significant increase in LAMP-1 immunostaining in FTLD-TDP cases associated with GRN mutation compared to cases with mutations in MAPT, expansions in C9orf72 or nonmutational cases (see earlier), and because seven of the cases with C9orf72 expansions and five nonmutational cases share similar FTLD-TDP type A pathology with the 12 GRN cases, we performed additional analyses in order to determine whether the increases in LAMP-1 seen in GRN cases reflected the presence of GRN mutation per se, or were indicative of the underlying histological type regardless of the presence or type of mutation. Semiquantitative analysis revealed no significant differences in the scores between GRN, C9orf72 or nonmutational cases with type A histology for LAMP-1 (DG, H = 2.1, P = 0.341; CA4, H = 3.6, P = 0.168; Tcx, H = 1.7, P = 0.427), LAMP-2 (DG, H = 4.9, P = 0.089; CA4, H = 2.0, P = 0.370; Tcx, H = 0.7, P = 0.711), CTSD (DG, H = 1.1, P = 0.565; CA4, H = 0.09, P = 0.954; Tcx, H = 1.0, P = 0.611), EEA-1 (DG, H = 3.5, P = 0.175; CA4, H = 2.5, P = 0.288; Tcx, H = 2.2, P = 0.349) or LC3A (DG, H = 0.9, P = 0.643; CA4, H = 0.3, P = 0.859; Tcx, H = 2.9, P = 0.234). This suggests that the increases in LAMP-1 immunostaining seen in GRN cases may be a property of the underlying type A histology rather than possession of GRN mutation per se.
Correlations
In this way, significant positive correlations were seen for all FTLD cases combined between scores for LAMP-2 and CTSD in the DG (P < 0.001) and Tcx (P < 0.001). In the FTLD-TDP cases alone (all three histological subtypes combined), significant correlations were found between LAMP-2 and CTSD in the CA4 (P < 0.001), DG (P = 0.002) and Tcx (P = 0.002), and for CTSD and EEA-1 (P = 0.003) in the CA4 region alone. There were no significant correlations between any antibody combinations in any region for all FTLDtau cases combined. Further stratification into each of the five individual histological groups did not yield any consistent or significant associations.
Correlations were also performed when FTLD cases were stratified according the genetics. Significant correlations were found between LAMP-2 and CTSD in the CA4 (P = 0.004), DG (P = 0.003) and Tcx (P = 0.007) in MAPT carriers, and between LAMP-2 and CTSD in the CA4 (P = 0.009) in bearers of C9orf72 expansion. There were no other significant correlations between any antibody combinations in any region in each of the genetic groups.
Discussion
In the present study, we have investigated the cellular distribution and degree of immunostaining of five proteins, LAMP-1, LAMP-2, CTSD, EEA-1 and LC3A, involved in the autophagosomal/lysosomal degradative pathways in patients with different histological and genetic forms of FTLD. The main findings can be summarized:
• There was less LAMP-1 immunostaining in FTLD as a whole, compared to AD and control subjects, this being driven partly by loss of LAMP-1 from patients with SD and FTLD-TDP type C histology compared to those with FTLD-TDP types A and B.
• Levels of LAMP-1 immunostaining were also lower in FTLD-tau as a whole than in FTLD-TDP as a whole, despite the decreased levels of immunostaining in the FTLD-TDP type C cases which would tend to reduce the magnitude of the overall group differences.
• LAMP-2, CTSD, EEA-1 and LC3A demonstrated normal patterns and intensity of immunostaining across all the pathological and genetic FTLD groups.
• LAMP-2, CTSD and EEA-1 immunostaining was normal in cases of FTLD-TDP type C despite there being reduced LAMP-1 immunostaining.
• LAMP-1, but not LAMP-2, CTSD, EEA-1, was elevated in GRN mutants relative to other FTLD genetic and non-genetic groups.
• LAMP-1, LAMP-2, CTSD, EEA-1 and LC3A proteins were all localized within Pick bodies. As pointed out above, the loss of LAMP-1 immunostaining in FTLD as a whole, compared to AD and controls, appeared to be driven in part by loss of LAMP-1 from patients with SD and FTLD-type C pathology. It might be argued that this is simply a reflection of the particularly severe neurodegeneration of the temporal lobe resulting in neuronal atrophy and loss occurring in this form of FTLD [1] . However, if this were so, then similar losses of the other four ALP proteins, and correlations between LAMP-1 levels and the levels of the other four protein markers, would have been anticipated. That this was not seen argues for loss of LAMP-1 in FTLD-TDP type C to be a specific aspect of the pathogenesis, and one that is not shared by the other FTLD-TDP histological subtypes. Such a loss of LAMP-1 protein in FTLD-TDP type C cases suggests a selective reduction in the number of lysosomes available for protein degradation, while maintenance of LAMP-2, CTSD, EEA-1 proteins in the face of this loss in LAMP-1 would imply that functional capacity of residual lysosomes is maintained or even upregulated to compensate for a shortfall in lysosomal number per se. Nonetheless, it remains unclear what initiating factors or processes might be driving loss of LAMP-1 in this form of FTLD.
The preservation of LAMP-1 in FTLD-TDP types A and B, and in the genetic forms associated with these histological subtypes (i.e. C9orf72 expansions and GRN mutations), suggests maintenance of lysosomal structure. Maintenance of LAMP-2, CTSD and EEA-1 levels imply lysosomal function is also preserved. Normal LC3A immunostaining indicates autophagosomal function is unchanged. Hence, despite evidence that both C9orf72 [28] [29] [30] and PGRN [26, 27] proteins play a role in lysosomal-mediated degradation, this does not seem to be reflected by losses in any of the proteins involved in lysosomal/autophagosomal function in patients bearing expansions in C9orf72 or mutations in GRN. Indeed, we noted that levels of LAMP-1 staining were particularly high in patients with GRN mutations relative to other genetic and non-genetic forms of FTLD, suggesting that an upregulation of lysosomal number/function, in response to lack of PGRN, might underlie this form of FTLD. This latter observation is consistent with findings of upregulated LAMP-1 in PGRN deficient mice [33] . Given the development of NCL in GRN double knockouts [33] , elevated LAMP-1 levels in GRN mutation carriers may indicate an increased number of dysfunctional lysosomes. There is evidence that GRN is part of a network of lysosomal genes that is upregulated in response to transcription factor EB (TFEB). When PGRN levels are reduced, for example in GRN knock outs, TFEB is activated leading to elevated lysosomal biogenesis that includes the transcription of LAMP-1 [47] and elevation of CTSD [48] . Despite these observations that CTSD activity is regulated by PGRN [27, 48, 49] , we did not observe any shortfall in CTSD in neurones in GRN carriers. However, it is very difficult to assess lysosomal/autophagosomal functionality with immunostaining alone, which can only define relative levels of autophagosomes and lysosomes present within cells and is subject to 'ceiling' or 'floor' effects. Nonetheless, in a recent study [49] , high levels of CTSD were also noted in neurones of the cerebral cortex bearing TDP-43 aggregates in GRN mutation carriers supporting present observations.
The reduction in LAMP-1 in patients with FTLD, overall, also seems to be driven in part by a loss of activity in patients with FTLD-tau due to MAPT mutation and those with FTLD-tau associated with Pick bodies. Consistent levels of LAMP-2, CTSD and EEA-1 across all the FTLD subgroups suggests that CMArelated pathological changes in LAMP-1 in patients with FTLD-tau are not due to alterations in absolute protein levels. There are other possible reasons for this. In cell culture, tau has been shown to be cleared via deliberate exocytosis [50] . Lant et al. [51] reported an increased microglial activity in the temporal cortex and hippocampus in the same cases bearing MAPT mutation as those included in the present study, suggesting tau may be exocytosed and degraded by surrounding glia. Such a mechanism would bypass lysosomal degradation explaining the low LAMP-1 levels. Polito et al.
[52] showed that induction of TFEB exacerbates tau pathology in part due to increased lysosomal biogenesis, implying that in FTLD-tau lysosomal clearance may be deficient. This is supported by present observations of normal autophagosome (LC3A) activity. The MAPT mutation cases used in this study were all bore exon 10+16 mutation which results in the production of more 4R tau isoforms [3] . Imbalances in tau isoform ratio promote microtubule dysfunction. Kochl et al.
[53] demonstrated that microtubules are essential for autophagolysosome fusion. Collectively, these observations suggest that changes in tau leading to hyperphosphorylation and microtubule dysfunction may play a role in the pathogenesis of FTLD-tau by preventing normal lysosomal fusion and subsequent degradation of autophagosomes. The present findings of similar changes in LAMP-1 in the non-genetic cases of FTLDtau with Pick bodies, which are characterized by accumulation of 3-repeat tau, points to a shared pathogenesis irrespective of what particular tau isoforms might be accumulated. Tau has been shown to disrupt lysosomal membrane integrity, since when it undergoes CMA, highly amyloidogenic tau fragments are cleaved resulting in lysosomal membrane permeabilization [54] . Hence, the tau aggregates in FTLD-tau could be the cause of the lysosomal deficiency, rather than a consequence thereof.
The oval inclusion bodies seen on LC3A, but only infrequently on LAMP-2, and not at all on LAMP-1, CTSD and EEA-1, immunostaining in DG in those cases of FTLD-tau associated with Pick bodies (Pick's disease) are likely to be Pick bodies, since these are well known to cluster in neurones of the dentate gyrus, CA1 and pyramidal neurones of the frontal and temporal cortex [55] . Other studies have shown that Pick bodies, from an early stage, contain LC3A-binding proteins such as p62 [24, 56] and ubiquitin [56] along with tau proteins. This colocalization of autophagy related proteins may reflect an attempt to degrade Pick bodies along this pathway. If so, the lack of immunostaining of these structures with LAMP-1 suggests that lysosomes may not be clearing autophagosomes effectively and that autophagosomes are sequestered into Pick bodies, thereby preventing their transport to the lysosome for degradation. If so, this could explain why only proteins that bind specifically to LC3A are present in Pick bodies, since LAMP-1 is not one of these binding partners. However, having said that others have observed that NBR1, another binding partner of LC3A, is not present in Pick bodies [57] , and Miki et al.
[58] have shown that HDAC6, which deacetylates the contactin necessary for fusion of the autophagosome to the lysosome, is also absent. Hence, it is possible that formation of Pick bodies, in contrast to Lewy bodies where all relevant markers of the autophagosome/lysosome system, such as p62, ubiquitin, LC3A, NBR1 and HDAC6 [17, 24, 57, 58 ] are present, is not directly related to the autophagosome/lysosome system and that marker proteins of this are simply sequestered passively into these along with other unrelated proteins.
In conclusion, the present study provides further evidence that changes in lysosomal structure or function underpin the pathogenesis of neurodegenerative disorders such as FTLD. The lower LAMP-1 levels in FTLDtau suggest that the underlying pathological mechanism, involving a failure to clear tau aggregates, may lie with a relative deficiency of lysosomes, or defective vesicular transport. The relatively preserved levels of LAMP-1 in FTLD-TDP (types A and B), or even elevated levels in GRN mutation carriers, suggests the failure to clear TDP-43 aggregates may lie with lysosomal dysfunction rather than a lack of available lysosomes or degradative enzymes. 
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